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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Terry D. Carder, Chair; Fr. James F. Fitz, S.M., Vice Chair; Raymond 
L. Fitz, S.M., Secretary; John W. Berry, Sr. , Jerome P. Bishop, Victor 
]. Cassano, Sr., Margaret A. Cavanaugh, Thomas]. Danis, Richard H. 
Finan, Richard F. Glennon, Stephen M. Glodek, S.M., Max Gutmann, 
Jane G. Haley, Allen M. Hill , Joseph H. Kamis, S.M. , George P. 
Kooluris, Dolores R. Leckey, Marie-Louise McGinnis, Stanley G. 
Mathews, S.M., Clayton L. Mathile, Dennis I. Meyer, GeraldM. Miller, 
John]. Moder, S.M., Charles H. Noll, Ronald L. Overman, S.M., David 
C. Phillips, Thomas M. Roberts , John L. Schaefer, Pfeife Smith, 
Patrick J. Tonry, S.M. , Jerome P. VanderHorst, William S. Weprin. 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
William S. Anderson, Norman P. Auburn, William R. Behringer, S.M. , 
Marian F. Belka, S.M. , Erma F. Bombeck, William Bruggeman, S.M. , 
George C. Cooper,Junius E. Cromartie,Jr., L. William Crotty, Charles 
W. Danis, Sr., Robert E. Frazer, Norman L. Gebhart, Thomas F. 
Giardino, S.M., James]. Gilvary, Stanley Z. Greenberg, Sarah E. 
Harris, Anthony]. Ipsaro, Richard]. Jacob, John]. Jansen, S.M., 
Eugene C. Kennedy, Virginia W. Kettering, Thomas A. Klein, Peter 
H. Kuntz, R. Stanley Laing, Daniel]. Mahoney, Bruno V. Manno, 
Robert S. Margolis , Thomas 0. Mathues, James W. McSwiney, Bette 
Rogge Morse, Kenneth P. Morse, Sr. , Robert S. Oelman, Gerald S. 
Office, Jr., Lloyd H. O 'Hara , Jesse Philips, Anthony]. Pistone, S.M., 
John]. Schneider, S.M., William P. Sherman, Richard L. Terrell, John 
F. Torley, C. William Verity, Hugh E. Wall, Jr., Frederick S. Wood, 
Louis Wozar, Perry B. Wydman. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. , President; James L. Heft, S.M. , Provost; 
Bernard]. Ploeger, S.M. , Senior Vice President for Administration; 
William C. Schuerman, Vice President for Student Development and 
Dean of Students; Frances Evans Ary, Vice President for University 
Advancement; Christopher Conlon, S.M. , Director of Campus Min-
istry; Gordon A. Sargent, Vice President for Graduate Studies and 
Research and Dean of Graduate Studies; Thomas E. Burkhardt, Vice 
President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer. 
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UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
J. William Friel, Department of Mathematics - Marshal 
Daniel F. Palmert, Registrar-Associate Marshal 
ASSIST ANT MARSHALS 
David W. Ahern, Department of Political Science 
Eugene R. August, Department of English 
BJ. Bedard, Department of English 
George A. Bohlen, Department of MIS/Decision Sciences 
Ron]. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
Steven P. Dandaneau, Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work 
Barbara M. De Luca, Department of Human Ecology 
Doris A. Drees, Department of Health, Physical Education and Sport Science 
E. James Dunne, Department of MIS/Decision Sciences 
Joyce R. Durham, Department of English l 
Anthony]. Evers, Department of Electrical Engineering 
Albert V. Fratini, Department of Chemistry 
Carl F. Friese, Department of Biology 
William F. Lewis, Department of Management and Marketing 
Donald W. Morefield, Department of Health, Physical Education and Sport Science 
John E. Rapp, School of Business Administration 
Amie B. Revere, Department of Counselor Education and Human Services 
Thomas W. Rueth, Department of Counselor Education and Human Services 
Thomas D. Skill, Department of Communication 
Pamela G. Smith, Department of Counselor Education and Human Services 
Rev. Paul F. Vieson, S.M. , Department of History 
Roberta Weaver, Department of Teacher Education 
Timothy A. Wilbers, Department of Visual Arts 
READERS 
Judith P. Allik, Department of Psychology 
Francis]. Henninger, Department of English 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for degrees. Last minute additions 
or deletions must often be made after the program has been printed. The official list 
of the names of graduates is deposited in the Office of the Registrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University Marshal, are 
permitted to take photographs on the floor. 
Guests and visitors may take photographs from the stands only. 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M. 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PROCESSIONAL .......... .... .. .... ......... ....... ...... .... .... ... .. ....... ..... ..... .... ..... ... .... ... Richard P. Benedum 
Professor of Music 
INVOCATION .... ..... ...... ...... ....... ... ....... .. .. ...... .. ..... ... .... .. .... ....... ... ... ............ Chris W Conlon, S.M. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM .... ... ................. .. .... ... ..... ... .. ..... .. ..... ... ................ ... .. ... ... Donna M. Cox 
Assistant Professor of Music 
WELCOMING REMARKS .. ... ... ..... ............. ..... .... ............ ......... .. ............. .. ..... ... ..... Terry D. Carder 
Chair, Board of Trustees 




THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM ........... ........... ... .. .. .... ...... .... ....... ... ..... . DonnaM. Cox 
RECESSIONAL ............ ..... .... .... .... ....... ... ..... .. ... .. ... .... ........... ........ ... .. ..... ....... Richard P. Benedum 
Please remain seated during the recessional. 
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL J. MORMAN, DEAN 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF ARTS 
.CHEMISTRY 
DANIEL CHRISTOPHER LAUER ..... .. ... .. .... Clayton . OH 
COMMUNICATION 
ELLEN !RENE ANDERSON ... ....... ... ....... Columbus. OH MICHAEL JOSEPH MADDEN ............. ... River Forest. IL 
MARK CARL BECKER .......................... Lakewood. OH AARON M. MILLER .. .................. ........ .. .. .. Louisville , KY 
JENNIFER ANN BUTZ ............ ................ Cincinnati . OH DAVID JOSEPH REDl:LBERGER ............. Kettering, OH 
CATHERINE MARIE CHARLES ..... Independence. OH t CHAD ALEXANDER SAUL ..................... Pittsburgh, PA 
JENNIFER L. DIORIO ........................... ... Kettering , OH ANNE CATHERINE SLIMENT .................... St.Louis. MO 
.,VCLAIRE MITCHELL DUFFY ......................... Norwalk, CT DENNIS R. STAPLETON ... Washington Court House. OH 
SHARENA L. ENGLISH ........... Dayton. OH mogno cum loude 
GINA MICHELLE GAGEL ..................... Cincinnati. OH GREGORY WILLIAM THOMAS .............. Kettering, OH 
TRACI RACHELLE GIOLITIO .................. .. . Dayton, OH MELISSA ANN THOMSON ............... Beavercreek, OH 
JAMES MICHAEL JEFFERS .................. Lakewood. OH JAMES G. TRAINER 111 .. .. .... .................. Westerville . OH 
TRACY ANN LIEB .. .. .... .. ... .. .. ......... North Olmsted, OH PATRICK TIMOTHY JESUS WELCH ...... .... . Glenview. IL 
JAMES THOMAS LISOWSKI ................... Pittsburgh. PA ..,... JULIET B. WILKINSON .............................. Glenview.IL 
RENEE JEANNE McADAMS .................. Randolph, NJ 
ECONOMICS 
CAROL ANN BARRED ............................... ..... Niles, IL ERIK JOSEPH JANAS ... .... .......... North Ridgeville , OH 
cum laude 
ENGLISH 
ALLISON COLEMAN CHRISTIE ...... .. ........... Gurnee. IL MARNIE A PRIGOZEN ............................ Dayton. OH 
Teacher Certification FREDRICK F. SCHMALZ ........................... Evansville. IN 
AARON D. FLEMING .......................... Lakewood. OH cum laude 
DENNIS ROBERT GILBERT .................... Cincinnati.OH CAROL ANNE STEC .. ........ .................... ..... Parma. OH 
JENNIFER ELLEN HAMMIEL ........ ... ......... Lebanon . OH summa cum laude 
STEPHEN EDWARD MacPHERSON . New Providence. NJ ALLISON JESSICA MAE VAUGHN ....... ... Dayton . OH 
HISTORY 
TIMOTHY JOHN BARTHOLOMEW ............. Albany. NY BARBARA J. MONIZ ...................................... Lynn. MA 
JOSEPH MICHAEL EAGLOWSKI .. .. ........ Kettering, OH JENNIFER ANNE NICHOLS ......... Convent Station . NJ 
BARBARA ANN GRAVES ....................... Kettering, OH cum laude 
JENNIFER A GUY .............................. Englewood. OH t MICHAEL C . SEDMOCK .......................... Canton, OH 
CHRISTOPHER DWAYNE HAYES ....... Miamisburg . OH MICHAEL LLOYD YAKES .......................... Lake Bluff. IL 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
I-CHEN W. JIANG ....... 
magna cum laude 
tin Absentia 
...... Kaohsiung. Taiwan STACEY LYNNE SILVERMAN ................... Stamford. CT 
4 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
HEIDI CHRISTINE RISNER ...... ..... ........... Columbus. OH 
JOHN MURIN ROENITZ ....................... Sheboygan. WI 
CHRISTINE M . SPILLERS .................... Chesterfield, MO 
JENNIFER LYNN WALSH ..... 
magna cum laude 
..... Newburgh , IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
JEFFREY A COMBS ..................... ............. Dayton , OH LISA M. TODD ........... ...... .................. .. . Lancaster. PA 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BRIAN SEBASTIAN BENINTENDI ........... Cincinnati, OH MARK ALAN OBERMILLER ........ .... North Canton . OH 
JAMES CHRISTOPHER DEERING .... ........... Decatur. IL Core Program 
D. GARTH HOLMAN ................................. Jordan. NY DAVID R. RAPESHOVSKI ...................... Rochester. NY 
~~cumlaude 
Jfa~ PSYCHOLOGY 
~I MARYE. BUHRMASTER ........ .......... ......... Dayton . OH 
JAMES ROBERT COGLEY ........... Independence, OH 
KATHERINE ROSE JACKMAN ......... ....... Springfield. IL 
MARY CELESTE MEEHAN ......... .. ............. Brooklyn , NY 
t TODD MICHAEL GUMMER ........... ...... Westerville . OH scon ERIC NEAL ................................... Fairborn. OH 
t SHELLY JEAN HOHMAN ........................ Kettering, OH KRISTINA MARIE CECILIA WALZ ........... Defiance, OH 
VANESSA J. HSU .............. ............... ... Cincinnati. OH 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
JAMES EMERY ARMOUR ........................... Franklin . TN JANEL BAKER ...................................... Vandalia . OH 
summa cum laude summa cum laude 
SOCIOLOGY 
scon C . BAKER .............................. .. .. ... Berwyn . PA DONNA MARIE McKENZIE 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
......... .. .. Dayton . OH 
gs-(Vf 
3(or 
ART EDUCATION ?I 
STACEY R. HAM ................ .... .. ............ Huntington. NY 
STUDIO ART 
JENNIFER ANN GALLENSTEIN .......... Cincinnati, OH 
cum laude 
MARGO F. LOEFFLER .. .............................. Toledo, OH 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
CATHLEEN MARY CURTIN ........................ Hinsdale. IL 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
DANNA JANEEN CALLERO ............................. NIies. iL 
JOHN V. CLARKE ..................................... Dayton. OH 
WENDY ANN EDGECOMB ................. Zanesfield, OH 
magna cum laude 
JOSEPH ALLAN GRINE ........................... Fostoria . OH 
tin Absentia 5 
ANN KATHLEEN MARTH .................. New Carlisle. OH 
HEATHER MICHELE MESSAL ............ Manchester. MO 
SARAH ANNE WOODRUFF ... Columbus. OH 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
JEFFREY PATRICK GRIBBEN ..................... Fairport, NY M . MOLLY OBERHEU ... .. Dayton , OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
I t11 
~ 
BIOLOG,Ji .- .~ 




;;RNA~ ...... / .:-:!~ nt, NJ 
ADAM D. SCHMIDTZ .. .. .............. .... ...... Hamilton , OH 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
CHEMISTRY 
STEPHEN M. DOYLE ........................ .... Wheeling, WV COLIN MICHAEL McHUGH ................... Naperville, IL 
SCOTT DOYLE HUNTER ...................... Bridgeport , WV CRAIG THOMAS YINGLING .................. Massillon, OH 
COMPUTER INFORMATJON SYSTEMS 
KEITH ALLEN DUES .............. .......... ........ Arcanum, OH MARK ANDREW SCHNITTER ...... .. ...... Williamsville , NY 
JOHN CLETON GONGAS 111 .......... ..... Bethel Park, PA TODD CLAYTON WANKE ..................... Kettering, OH 
JACQUELINE S. GUCKIAN ............ Germantown, OH JOHN THOMAS WISSENBACH ......... Washington, PA 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
JEFFREY M. GEISER ................ .......... .. East Aurora , NY JOHN WILLIAM McGINN ...................... Holbrook, NY 
DAVID RAYMOND HENTRICH ................. Dayton, OH SEAN DAVID TIERNEY ................ .. ...... . Cincinnati , OH 
~ ~!Z-
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ROBERT J. BARKER ....................... .. ........... Xenia , OH TIMOTHY JAY ROSS, JR. .. .................... Orlando, FL 
KIMBERLY ANN BAUER ............ .. . .. Tipp City, OH ADRIAN C. J. SARGENT ................. Beavercreek, OH 
BRUNO COSTANZO... .. ... Broadview Heights, OH ROBERT FRANKLIN SLOAN .. . .. ..... Centerville, OH 
t JAMES CHRISTIAN FARIS ............ .......... Kettering, OH MATTHEW DONALD STURGEON ... Spring Valley, OH 
JAMES PETER HAFNER Ill . .. ..... St. Louis, MO DAVID FRANCIS WIECZOREK .. ............ .. ........ Erie, PA 
t DONNA MARI HICKS ................... ...... ..... Dayton, OH JOHN-PATRICK WOLFE ........ ................. Fairborn , OH 
t ERIC R. IMSANDE .................... .............. .. Fairfield, OH JASON MAZZARELLA YOUNGER ........ Columbus, OH 
DAVID MICHAEL MIFSUD .. ... Columbus, OH MARK JOSEPH YOUNGPETER ................ Delphos, OH 
JOSEPH JOHN ROMANO Ill .......... ... Fairfax, VA 
GEOLOGY 
MARK A S. LAIDLAW ............ .. ...... ..... Gahanna, OH JOHN C. MULLEN .......... ........ .. .. .. ...... ...... Aurora, MO 
HUMAN ECOLOGY 
ADRIENE CARMELA BRYANT ........... ....... Dayton, OH 
MELISSA ANN HORVATH .. .. .. Columbus, OH 
Tl"t~~~SA I IELrn,•, PRES1ee1 ........ ......... Resl<le&ter, N¥-
LYNDA JAMES ROUTLEY ....................... Kettering , OH 
cum laude 
CHRISTIE MARIE SOETE ........... Louisville, KY 
MATHEMATICS 
RICHARD A BOWELL. JR ............. Huber Heights, OH SHALENE RENEE SOKOLYK.. .. ............... Amarillo , TX 
summa cum laude 
tin Absentia 6 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
KAREN M . KALBFLEISCH ............... ........ Kettering, OH 
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY 
ANNE T. LAMMERS ...................... .......... Waterford , Ml 
7/t~~ ~ ICINE 
PAUL ALFRED MARCHAK ................ ... Columbus, OH t IAN GARTH SNIDER. .. .. ................... Dayton , OH 
GENER. PADEN ... Springfield , OH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JULIE ANNE HARLAMERT 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
...... Coldwater, OH JOHN DAVID LESTINGI .................. .... .. .. Kettering, OH 
./Yfa~cum laude 
MICHAEL JOHN WERNER ................ ...... 3~A 
ir-r 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
JAMES MICHAEL BECKER ........ Dayton, OH 
MARGARET A BURNS ...... .................. .. Wyoming , Ml 
summa cum laude 
SAMUEL J. CICOGNA . 
CARL LEROY CRAWFORD . 
magna cum laude 
.. .... Shadyside , OH 
......... Freeport , OH 
KIMBERLY LYNN EYLER .... ........................ Dayton , OH 
ANGELA GRILLI OTT . .. .... Coldwater, OH 
cum laude 
JAMES MICHAEL HARAN ........................ . Chicago, IL 
KEVIN MICHAEL MAHONEY . .. ...... Spring Valley' OH 
Core Program 
JENNIFER MARIE MANTLE 
cum laude 
...... Vandalia, OH 
DOUGLAS GEORGE MATT ....................... Xenia, OH 
LISA MARIE MEYER ...... ..... ...... ............. ...... Anna, OH 
magna cum laude 
KEITH EDWARD MORAN ........ ............. Vandalia, OH 
KEVIN M . MURRAY ..... .. ............ Kettering, OH 
LINDA SUZANNE MYERS ....................... Sandusky, OH 
t ROBIN MILLER O 'ROURKE . ... Centerville , OH 
LETITIA PETTY ........ ......... .. .. .. Dayton , OH 
KAREN SUE RISH ............ . Marion, OH 
JOHN MICHAEL SEMERARO ............. Westerville , OH 
MICHAEL PAUL SOTKA .. .. .. ....... ........... Concord, OH 
LEEANN M . WENZLICK ........ Ottawa, OH 
cum laude 
ECONOMICS 
DANIEL MARK HARRIS .............. ...... ......... Findlay, OH 
FINANCE 
FATHI JAWAD ALZAYER ............. Qatif, Saudi Arabia MELISSA L. BERTKE ................................ Minster, OH 
BENJAMIN PETER BASINSKI ..... Elyria , OH BRANDON EVERETT HARRISON ........ Springfie ld, OH 
tin Absentia 7 
DON J. LIEBRECHT ........................... Continental . OH JONATHAN RICHARD SCHWIND ............ Houston . TX 
TODD HOMER POULSON ............ ...... Brecksville. OH CYNTHIA-JANE M. P. VILLAR ....... .. . North Haven. CT 
MANAGEMENT 
DARRYL LAMONT FISHER ....... .. Dayton. OH MARY HEATHER McCORMICK ............. Kettering. OH 
PATIY BOWEN JAMES ............................. Dayton . OH t BETHANY K. REED ................................... St. Louis. MO 
LAWRENCE A. KINNISON ....................... Dayton . OH 
MARKETING 
T. MICHAEL ANSLEY ..... ...... .............. Springfield, OH ROBIN LYNN RAMMIEN ...... .... .... .. .. ............. Usie, IL 
SARA MICHELLE BRUNSWICK .................. Bluffton. OH cum laude 
JEROME V. ERWIN ........................... ..... Rochester. NY KAREN ELIZABETH REILLY .............. ....... Zanesville. OH 
GREGORY TODD GEORGE .................... Dayton. OH CARL DOUGLAS RILEY ........................... Hartville, OH 
Core Program TRACY L. ROCHE ..... .... .. .............. Dayton. OH 
GARY L. HOAGLAND .............. .... ... ............ Elyria. OH JEFFREY PAUL SANDERS ........ . ....... Ft. Loramie, OH 
THOMAS G. LIEBHARDT, JR ....... ...... ... ... Eastlake, OH TERI SUE STAIR ............................................ Orrville. OH 
KELLY JANE McGANN .............. ........ . Lakewood.OH JAMES JOSEPH SULLIVAN .......................... Euclid, OH 
MICHELLE MARIA MACK .................. .. ... Springfield, IL SU~NNE R. ULANSKI ........................ Rocky River. OH 
KEVIN RAY MADER ............................... Tipp City, OH BRIAN L. WEILER ..... - .............................. Moraine, OH 
JEFFREY BRIAN MARTIN .......................... Dayton. OH JAMESJ. WOMAC .. .............................. . Belleville, Ml 
TODD WILLIAM MATIHEWS .................. Kettering. OH CYNTHIA A. WOURMS ................ ........ .... . Sidney, OH 
KATHLEEN ALAYNE PITSINGER ............ .... Dayton.OH MATIHEW JORDAN ZIELSDORF ...... Sidney, OH 
3~/Y'! 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION -;;, ~~ 
s7f 
ELLIS A. JOSEPH, D EAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
KATHRYN ANNE BIEGEL ..................... Columbus, OH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
LORI ANN ALBERS ................................... Osgood , OH KAREN J, MAGOTEAUX ............ Versailles , OH 
magna cum laude magna cum laude 
KELLY MARIE HODSON BLAIR ........ ..... Bellbrook, OH JENNIFER ANNE PICI ... .. ................. Dayton, OH 
t WANDA SUE CAILEY BOWSER ......... .... Tipp City, OH KELLY LYNN POEPPELMAN ....... .. .. .. .. Ft. Loramie, OH 
cum laude summa cum laude 
CAROL A. DAUGHERTY .................. .. ...... Dayton, OH MEIGHAN C. SHEEHAN ...................... Springfield , OH 
SARAH M. FAIRLEY ................................... Dayton, OH ANNETIE LOUISE WALSH ..................... Vermillion . OH 
JENNY LEE GILILLAND .... ........................ Fairborn, OH KAREN J. YOUNT .... .......................... West Milton, OH 
magna cum laude summa cum laude 
CHRISTINA DENISE HILDEBRAND ......... Arcanum , OH 
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
TARA A. GEISE .... ........................ .......... .... Celina , OH CARLOS H. VASQUEZ SANCHEZ ........ Rio Pledras, PR 
TIMOTHY W. ROBERTSON , JR ...... ......... ...... Euclid . OH 
tin Absentia 8 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
THOMAS W. HARRISON ...... ...... ....... Miamisburg . OH PATRICK C. POTHEL .................. ... Montreal . Quebec 
DEBRA L. PILLIOD ............. ...... .............. ... Holland . OH 
cum laude 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
DIANA CREEKMORE ..................... ... ...... Dayton, OH 
D. GARTH HOLMAN . .. .................... Jordan, NY 
cum laude 
t LORRI ANN MAYROS .................. .. ...... Vanderbilt, PA 
JENNIFER LYNN MEINEKE ................... ... Kettering, OH 
SPORT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
ROBERT E. BOOS ...... ...... ... ........ ........... Sandusky. OH STEVEN J. ROSSI ...... ....... ................. Middletown. OH 
RYAN DEAN HUNTER .... .... ..................... . Dayton, OH HEATHER L. WEISBROD ....... .. ........ Cincinnati.OH 
SUZANNE N. McAULIFFE ........ ............... Newtown, CT 
cum laude CZ r1 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING ~ 
JOSEPH LESTINGI , DEAN 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
KATHY A. ANDRIJOWYCH ........................ Lorain, OH 
_Jf:--
1 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
LYLE E. BOWMAN .. ...... ...... .. .. ... .. .... .... Covington, OH JEFFREY M. GORMAN ............................ Dayton, OH 
magna cum laude CAROL M. JANSEN ............. .. ....... Shepherdsville, KY 
KARA ANN BURKHARDT ......... .. ............ Medway, OH STEPHEN L. THIEKEN ........... .. ..... McDer8tt,;tY/ 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING a-r 
-~ 
KEITH E. ALBERS .............. .... .................... Osgood, OH CHRISTOPHER D. KLINE . ............ ........... Kettering.OH 
cum iaude RANDY A. KRACK ........... .. ............................... Elgin, IL 
MOHAMMAD ALKHAMIS .... .. .... ...... .... ............. Kuwait 
(t../,_1__!;:jARK A. BAKER ...... .. ........ ..... .... ... New Madison, OH 
ANTHONY P. MOTZ ............ ...... ........... Cincinnati, OH 
JULIA ANN RAMMEL ......... .. .... .. .................. Laura, OH 
TIMOTHY E. BOCKHORN ............ ........... Kettering, OH GARY J. ROSENBALM ........... .. ... Oxford. OH 
magna cum laude DAVID K. RUTISHAUSER .... .. .... .... ........ Cincinnati, OH 
BRIAN A. EICHHOLD ............... ............ Cincinnati, OH summa cum laude 
TODD D. HAVERKOS ........................... Cincinnati, OH RANDALL E. STRONG ............. .. ... Huber Heights. OH 
magna cum laude THOMAS L. TREON ........ ... .......... .. .... .... . Versailles, OH 
GREG R. HUELSMAN ...... ........ ........... Maria Stein, OH cumiaude 
magna cum iaude JASON J. VIRTUE .......................... ... ........ Weirton, WV 
STEVEN W. HUGHES .................... .... ...... .... Bolivar, OH 
tin Absentia 9 
DAVID V. WEST ........................ .. .... Hammersvili , ~ /Y1 
~ 
lliE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CHRISTOPHER E. ALLARD ........ Chillicothe.OH SERGIO A. MARIANI .......... .. .. .. .. .. ........... Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude t JEFFREY R. MARKULEC ........ .. .. .. ............ Princeton. NJ 
EVERED R. ALLEN .. .. ...... Middletown. OH cum laude 
ROBERT F. ANDtfY ..... :; ..... i? ....... ...... 1 .n Dayton. OH STEPHEN E. McKEE .. ... .............. ............. Pittsburgh. PA 
ERIK G. BEKE .... ~l .. ~ ooster. OH ok:HANDRA S. NAGARAJA ............ Beavercreek. OH 
KERRY L. BOGDANOWICZ . .. .... Baldwin . MD cum laude 
DAVID GREGORY BURKE ......... ........ ..... Maryville. TN TRACEY A. PRENGER .................. ........ ..... Minster. OH 
/I BRIAN P. CRANNELL .................. .............. ...... Forest. IL KELLY R. SABROSKE ................................. Dayton , OH 
L l, .J::!6IHANIEL L. DILGER ....................... Waynesville , NC PETER J. SCHWARTZ .......... Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml 
+ GENE P. DiGIROLAMO ............................ Franklin. OH NICHOLAS R. SEUBERT .............. ........ Centerville, OH 
EVAN J. DOLLEY. JR ................................ Dayton. OH DARRYL R. SHERMAN .... .... .. .. ..................... Russia. OH 
RONALD A. GRISEZ ............................... Versailles. OH MICHAEL J. STAVA ...... ............................ Dayton. OH 
(!_. t,~ PHANIE A. HERBST ... .............. West Carrollton . OH LOUIS P. STOCCO . .. ........ Westerville . OH 
JEFFREY E. HOWMAN ...................... ........ Dayton , OH NANCY T. THIEMANN .......................... Cincinnati. OH 
cum laude DAVID L. THOMPSON .. .. ....... Dayton . OH 
NATHAN J. JAMES ................................... Warsaw.NY cum laude 
DEREK N. LAMPMAN ................ .................. Piqua.OH MICHAEL L. TURNER ........ .. 
GEOFFREY M. LIPNEVICIUS .................. Willowick. OH N\ • 61,l,Fl'll'l'le e:um laude .. ..... Dayton . OH 
DOUGLAS P. LOCKARD ..... Huber Heights. OH University Honors Program 
t JEFFREY T. LUBBERS .................. ... Springfield, OH ROBERTA M. WISECUP ............................. Dayton . OH 
magna cum laude MICHAEL ZELINA ................... .................. .. Lorain . OH 
BRIAN C . MANSFIELD ........................ Avon Lake. OH cum laude GI,. 9 /YJ 
&F 
lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MOHAMMAD AL-ALI ....................... Miamisburg . OH THOMAS J. POHLMAN ............ ............. Vandalia . OH 
ROBERT J. JENNINGS ...... .... ........................ Avon.OH t SHAWN D. QUIGLEY ............................... Naperville. IL 
MARK A. KIEFT ............ ................... ..... Cincinnati. OH STEPHAN C. ROESCH ........................ Loudonville. OH 
STEVE W. KEMER ................................... Avon.OH RUSTY W. ROSE.. .. ............ Hillsboro. KY 
WAFA SULAIMAN MOHAMMED ............ Dayton. OH ANDREW C. SHEETS ................... Shelby Township, Ml 
magna cum laude 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JEREHMY JOHN GIES .. .. ......................... . Findlay, OH CATHY LYNN WITIMEYER .......... .. ....... ...... .... Eden.NY 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AHMAD A. AL-KHARAZ ........................... Dayton.OH 
TAMALA L. DUNCAN ................... ............ .. Dewitt. Ml 
THEDA AMY FRIESEL ....................... Spring Valley, OH 
cum laude 
ALISHA CAPRI HENSLEY .................... Centerville, OH 
cum laude 
SAMIR T. HONNEKERI ............................... Dayton , OH 
JOSEPH M. MCGARVEY ...... .. ....... .... .... . Kettering, OH 
KELLY A. MULHERIN .......................... Hurlburt Field . FL 
DAVID A. VOISARD 
cum laude 
......................... Russia . OH 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
DANIEL A. ADEMU-JOHN. JR ................. Dayton . OH JAY A. HEININGER ...... ............ .. Toledo. OH 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MICHAEL D. ADKINS ............................... Parma . OH BRIAN M. HEWKO ................................ ..... Parma. OH 
MOHSEN AL-ARDHI .... .. ...... .. .... ..... .... Dayton. OH t KEITH D. JOHNSON ................... ... ....... Westlake, OH 
YEHYA AL-HADBAN ...................... Dayton . OH KEVIN L. MCELDOWNEY ......................... Dayton . OH 
KHALID A. Y. AL-KHALEEFI ............ Dayton.OH cum laude 
JOHN L. FORREY .......... .. .... .......... North Olmsted, OH BRADLEY J. NIEKAMP .................... .. .. ... Versail les.OH 
JAMES MICHAEL GRANT .............. East Hampton. CT TIMOTHY MICHAEL WELCH . .. ....... Dayton. OH 
cum laude 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS.AND SCIENCES 
PAUL]. MORMAN, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
lliE DEGRE~MASIER OF ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 
BARBARA MUCHNIJ .. .. ...................... Centerville. OH 
(B.S .. Wayne State University . ' 72) 
ENGLISH 
DEBORAH McCARTY SMITH ................... Dayton , OH 
(B.A. . Wright State University. '83) 
PASTORAL MINISTRIES 
GARY L. PARKER ............................... Centerville. OH 
(B.A. . Union College, '77) 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
KARL ANDREW CLAUSER .......... . ... Ft. Worth. TX 
(B.A. . University of Texas. '87) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
t RAVI s. ADAPATHYA .......... .. .............. . Cary, NC t B. scon BAXTER .... .......... .................... Kettering.OH 
(B.S .. University of Illinois. '90) (B.A. . Gannon University. '91) 
tin Absentia 11 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
ELIZABETH D. BALBO .............. .. ........ Ft.Wayne. IN SANDRA M. MURRAY ......................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ball State University, '73) (B.A. , Ohio Dominican College. '89) 
t JUDITH A FISCHER .. .. ................ Delphos, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, ' 72) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
SAAD A KSHEER .... .......... Dayton . OH t JOHN E. MURRAY .. ............................. Cincinnati , OH 
(B.A. . University of Dayton , '84) 
ANGELA MESCHER .................. .. ............. Dayton, OH 
CB.S .. Indiana University, '83) 
(B.S.E .. Case Western Reserve University, '86) 
LIDA QIAO ................................................ Dayton , OH 
(B.A. , Shanghai Teachers' University, ' 84) 
3/Y1 Jr 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, D EAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
GARY MITCHELL ALECUSAN .. ........ HIiiiard , OH GORDON EUGENE CASEY ........ .. .... Miamisburg , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '83) (B.S .. University of South Alabama. '86) 
GEOFFREY C . AMIDON ................ .. .. Batavia, OH TECK CHI CHEONG .................. .. .... .... Columbus. OH 
CB.BA , Kent State University, ' 86) CB.S .. Ohio State University, '90) 
t BARBARA A BELLE ................................ Kettering, OH DAVID A CRIMINSKI .. .... ................ .. ........ Dayton.OH 
(B.G .S .. University of Dayton. '89) (B.S .. University of Dayton , · 88) 
t AMY ELIZABETH BOARD ............... .......... Hebron , OH t DAVID HENRY DAHL JR ............... Albuquerque, NM 
(B.S .. Rio Grande College. '87) (B.S .. University of Washington . '87) 
LISA ANN BROCKMAN ............ .... .. ... Miamisburg, OH RANDY D. DEATON .. ...... .......................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '91) (B.S. , Bowling Green State University, '88) 
MONICA E. BUTLER ......................... Worthington, OH KAREN B. DeLORENZO ............... .... ...... Kettering , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '87) CB.S .. Syracuse University, ' 84) 
GARY LESLIE CARPENTER .......................... Hilliard, OH t MICHAEL ARNOLD DORN .............. .. . Centerville , OH 
(B.S .. Franklin University, ' 82) (B.S .. University of Cincinnati , '87) 
(B.S .. Franklin University, '89) 
tin Absentia 12 
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EROL A ERAYBAR .... ........ .. . Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '82) 
WILLIAM DAVID EVANS ............. ... Troy, OH 
(B.S., Michigan State University, '81) 
KRISTEN ANN FAZIO ........... Kettering , OH 
CB.A. , University of Dayton, '90) 
MELISSA DOSS GAMMON ......... Westerville , OH 
CB.S .. Franklin University, '90) 
JEFFERY RAY GIBBS ............................. Zanesville, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '82) 
t JOSE MANUEL GONZALEZ GARCIA ... Madrid , Spain 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '92) 
STEVEN J. GRIFFIN ............................. Westerville , OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '86) 
JEFF L HALL ........................................ Centerville. OH 
CB.S .. lndlana University, '89) 
EDWARD HARNJO ........ ......................... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '91) 
KIRK A HUMMER ................................. Columbus, OH 
(B.S.N .. Thiel College, '85) 
t DAVID PAUL KELLY ............................... Vandalia. OH 
(B.S .. Xavier University, ' 86) 
NANCY ELLEN KEYSER .. ............ ................. Hilliard, OH 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University, '85) 
BETHANY L. KOLB ...... .. ....................... Centerville, OH 
CB.BA , Texas A & M University, '87) 
KATHERINE ANNE KRAMER ................ Centerville , OH 
(AB .. Cornell University, '82) 
BRYAN E. LANGERUD .............................. Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Arizona State University, '88) 
t WILLIAM N. LICHTER Ill ........................ .. .. . Dayton , OH 
CB.S., Southern Illinois University ot Carbondale. ' 79) 
TERRENCE A MANCE ................................ Dublin , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, ' 86) 
KATHRYN M. McEVOY ............................. Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '85) 
t JEFFREY LEE METCALF .. ............................ Marion, OH 
CB.A. , Otterbein College. '88) 
RICHARD LEE MUSICK, JR. .. .. .. ... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '87) 
~K(f 
ANDREW LEE NEUGEBAUER ................. Kettering, OH 
CB.S .. Ohio State University, '87) 
ANNETTE MARIE PEZZUTII ............. ....... Columbus, OH 
CB.S .. Ohio State University, '87) 
RICHARD E. POWELL .......... .. .... ...... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.T .. University of Dayton, '78) 
DIANNE L. RAPP ...................... ......... Waynesville , OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, '90) 
KAREN E. RIEGERT . .. ................ . Middletown. OH 
CB.S .. Miami University, '90) 
t KENNETH E. RUMBAUGH ..................... Gahanna, OH 
CB.S .. Robert Morris College, ' 88) 
ROBERT JOHN SAWYERS, JR .... ....... Worthington , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '76) 
t ERIC L. SCHNEIDER ............................. Cincinnati. OH 
CB.BA, University of Cincinnati, '86) 
JOSEPH A SCHOENBAECHLER .............. Dayton , OH 
CB.A. , University of Kentucky, '86) 
(M.P.I.A. . University of Pittsburgh , '87) 
DEBORAH KAY SERRER ............................ Sidney, OH 
CB.BA. Morehead State University, '90) 
t ROBERT LEE SOMMER .......... .. .................. Dayton . OH 
(AB.Ed .. University of Michigan. '57) 
DANIEL G. SPATZ ............ .. ................... Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '83) 
t JOHN D. TREMBLAY .. ........................ West MIiton, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, ' 81) 
EDWARD B. TROST ............ .... ......... West Chester. OH 
(B.S .. Florida State University, '87) 
JILL K. WAGNER ................................... Gahanna, OH 
CB.S .. Bowling Green State University, '87) 
RAYMOND C . WHITAKER Ill .... .. .......... Columbus. OH 
CB.S .. Ohio State University, '90) 
t PHILIP FRANZ-JOSEPH WINKELMANN .. Rocky River. OH 
CB.E.E .. University of Dayton, '87) 
t ANN CIMOSZKO YOUNG .......................... Dublin, OH 
CB.BA. University of Michigan. '83) 
3 s-;v] 
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. JOSEPH, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
CHILD/YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 
CHARLOTTE K. POWELL ............ .... ...... Columbus. OH 
CB.A., Texas Lutheran College. '77) 
tin Absentia 13 
COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES COUNSELING 
DANNY R. KELLEY .. .... ............................... Oxford , OH 
(B.A. , Wright State University, '88) 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 
t MICHAEL NEYHOUSE .............. .. ............ Kettering, OH MICHAEL R. SHUMAN ............................. Fairborn, OH 
(AB., WIimington College, '66) 
t TERESA J. NEYHOUSE ............................ Kettering, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green state University, '90) 
SHERRYL. SHUMAN .... ............................ Fairborn , OH 
(A.A., University of Cincinnati , '90) (B.S., Bowling Green State University, '90) 
(AB., WIimington College, '91) 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
RONALD R. BROWDER ............ .... .. .. .... Columbus, OH GREGORY A McFANN ...................... Springfield, OH 
(B.A. , Ohio State University, '88) 
t ROBERTA K. CHAMNESS ............ .. .. .. ........ .. Ripley, OH 
(B~ .. Wright State University, '91) 
t PAMELA M. MORRISON .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. Manchester, OH 
(B.S., Morehead State College, '79) (AB., Morehead State University, '89) 
t SAMUEL A CORABI, JR ............ .... .. .... Painesville, OH KARIN D. O 'DONNEL ........ .. .............. Mlamisburg, OH 
(B.S., University of Steubenville, ' 75) (B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, '82) 
t DOUGLAS T. CRIBBET .... .. ........ .. .............. Sardinia, OH t REBECCA A O 'NEIL ...... .. .. .. .............. ...... Dayton, OH 
(AB., WIimington College, '90) (B.S., Illinois State University, '83) 
t ERIN F. DOOLEY ................... .. .................. Dayton, OH KYLE B. RAMEY .... .. .......................... ..... .... Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green state University, ' 84) (B.A. , Otterbein College, '89) 
GALEN R. GINGERICH ................ .. .. .. ....... Dayton , OH LUANN SAUNDERS ............ .... . ...... .... Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S., Grace College, '87) (B.S. , University of Dayton , ' 7 4) 
t MARK A HERSHISER .... .. ............ .. ....... Westerville, OH t DONALD E. SILNESS .......... .. ................ Springfield, OH 
(B.S., Ashland University, '90) (B.A. , Wittenberg University, '69) 
t TINA A HORTON ........ ...... ................. West Union, OH t SHAUNA J. WILSON .. ........ ......................... Bethel, OH 
(AB., Morehead State University, '89) (B.S., Kentucky Christian College, '91) 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BECKY L. DITMER .. .. .. ...... .. .. ................ Springboro, OH t BELINDA K. YODER ................ .... ...... West Liberty, OH 
(B.S., University of Cincinnati , '76) (B.S., Miami University, '82) 
KATHLEEN J. KOREN ................ .......... ............ Troy, OH 
(B.S., Youngstown State University, '84) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
ADAM G . ALONZO ............................. .. ... Dayton , OH 
(B.A., Moody Bible Institute, '85) 
JOEL T. GUNDLACH , .......... , .... , ....... New Albany, OH 
(B.F.A. , Columbus College of Art and Design, '86) 
MADELYN R. WURZELBACHER ...... ... Springboro, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, ' 72) 
LITERATURE AND WHOLE LANGUAGE 
CHERYLL. COOLEY ...... .............. . Mount Victory, OH LAURA J, GORDON ...... .. .. .. ........ .... . West Liberty, OH 
(B.S., Ohio Northern University, '65) (B.S., Ohio State University, '81) 
tin Absentia 14 
t TRACY E. MURRAY ............................ West MIiton, OH DEBORA A SMITH ...... ............................. Dayton , OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, ' 89) (B.S., University of Dayton, '90) 
PATTY A NAAS ....................................... Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '89) 
READING TEACHER 
JENNIFER S. DUNN .............. .. ..... Columbus, OH t CHRISTY R. OWENS .................... West Carrollton , OH 
(B.S., Lee College, ' 70) (B.A. , Ohio Wesleyan University, '90) 
CINDA K. METZGER .............................. Lebanon, OH 
(B.S., Eastern Kentucky University , '88) 
SCHOOL COUNSELING 
CATHERINE T. ARMENT ............................. Bexley, OH t SCOTT B. POTTER ...... .... .. .. ........ . Worthington , OH 
(B.A. , Brooklyn College, '74) (B.A. , Ohio State University , '83) 
KIRSTEN M. BUELL .... ................ .. ...... Beavercreek, OH (B.S., Ohio State University, '86) 
(B.S., Wright State University, '88) VICKKI L. ROSEBERRY ............................ Kettering , OH 
t DONNA J. CAMPBELL .................... Spring Valley , OH (B.S., Bowling Green State University, '90) 
(B.S., Miami University , ' 85) LISA M. RUSSO ................................ Beavercreek, OH 
(M .S., University of Dayton . ' 88) (B.S., University of Dayton, '90) 
t CAROLE A HAPER .. ........................... Centerville , OH t MATTHEW W. RUTLEDGE ................. Ft. Recovery, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '81) (B.S., Huntington College, '88) 
t SARAH E. HENDERSON ......................... Bellbrook, OH THOMAS S. SESTITO .. .. .. .. .. .. Grove City, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University , '89) (B.S., Ohio State University, '80) 
CATHERINE M. JOEFREDA .... .. .... ...... . Centerville , OH JACQUELINE C . STEWART ................. Grove City , OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton , '85) (B.A. , Ohio Dominican College, '86) 
KAREN R. KENDRICK .. .... .. ...... ....... Reynoldsburg , OH CATHY S. VANEST .. .. .. .. ... ..... ................ Gahanna, OH 
(B.A. , University of Kentucky, '89) (B.S., Ashland University, '77) 
NANCY A LUEBKE ............................. Ft. Loramie, OH MARY L. VIRKUS ....................................... Dayton . OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '89) (B.S., Wright State University, '82) 
LAURA J. MAXA ........ ...... .... .. ......................... Troy, OH WAYNE L. WLODARSKI .................. .. ........ Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, ' 72) (B.S., University of Dayton, '75) 
t MARY A NYESTE ............ .. .... .. ...... .. .... Columbus, OH 
(B.S. , West Virginia University, ' 75) 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
TODD E. ALEXANDER ........................... .. Eaton, OH 
(B.S., Indiana Central University, '81) 
SOCIAL AGENCY COUNSELING 
RAYMOND J. ALAND ....... .. ............ St. Clairsville , OH t LANCE M. CORVEN .... .. ..................... Westerville , OH 
(AB., Wilmington College, ' 72) (B.S., Ohio State University, '90) 
DIANE J. BRUSH ................................. .. Columbus, OH t DOROTHY M. CRUSOE .................. .. .... .. ..... Piqua, OH 
(B.S., Duquesne University, '60) (B.A. , Antioch University, '89) 
GRISELDA R. BUTCHER ... ..................... Cincinnati, OH DANIEL M. DAVIDSON ..................... .. ..... Dayton, OH 
(B.S.W., Eastern Kentucky University, ' 85) (M.B.A. , University of Dayton , ' 75) 
THOMAS C . CASTLEMAN ........ .. .............. Dayton , OH LORIS. DODGE-DORSEY .. .................. Columbus, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton ,'85) (B.S., Ohio State University, '85) 
JOHN D. CERVI .................................. . Columbus, OH t LAURI J. FRANCISCO .. .. .......... ...... .. .. . Westerville , OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '87) (B.S., Bowling Green State University, '85) 
TAMARA LEE (FULTON) CLORE ........ ....... .... Irvine, CA MARY LOU GAMBILL ....................... New Albany, OH 
(B.A., Anderson University, '84) (B.A. , Ohio State University, '92) 
t REBECCA J. COMBS .......... .. ........ Huber Heights, OH TIMOTHY V. GEVEDON ........................ Loveland, OH 
(B.A. , Wright State University, '86) (B.A. , Wright State University, '83) 
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LISA A HANAHAN ....... .... ... .... ... .... Germantown, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, '85) 
GLORIA J. HIMES ............................. New Carlisle , OH 
(B.A. , Antioch University, '90) 
tJANET F. HOBART .. .................. .. .. .... ..... Casstown , OH 
(B.A. , Wittenberg University, ' 89) 
RAYMONDE. IRION ...... ...... .. .......... .... Columbus, OH 
(B.A., Ohio State University, '76) 
DENISE E. JENKINS .... ................ ........ ... Columbus, OH 
(B.S.H .. Ohio University, '91) 
tMARTHA N. JOHNSON ........ ........... Worthington , OH 
(B.A., Denison University, '73) 
MELISSA M . MANGIA .............. .... .. ...... Columbus, OH 
(B.A., Ohio Dominican College, '89) 
JULIE A MANYO .... .... .... .. .......... ......... Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '87) 
JAMES T. MOORE ...... .. ........ .. .. .. ...... .. Englewood, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '72) 
SUSAN I. OLDFORD .. .... .. .. .... .............. . Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Eastern Michigan University, '71) 
JULIA T. POPIO .......... .......................... Marysville, OH 
(B.A. , Youngstown State University, '69) 
JANET L. SCUDDER ............ ................ . Centerville , OH 
(B.S .. University of Wisconsin , ' 83) 
<Y" PATRICIA J. SEARCY .. .. .. .............. .. .......... Dayton , OH 
(B.S., Butler University, '60) 
CM.BA , University of Dayton , '83) 
TONIC . SMITH .... .. ......................... Columbus, OH 
CB.A. , Ohio State University, '74) 
t STEVEN R. SNIDER ........................ .. .. .. .. Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Indiana University, '83) 
SHELLEY L. SPAn .. .. ........ .... ...... .... ....... Columbus, OH 
(AB .. Ohio University, ' 86) 
MAUREEN S. SWEENEY ........ ............... Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '84) 
JERRY M. WAITS ...... ...................... .. .. ... Lancaster, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, ' 80) 
t BEVERLY A WINNER .. .. .... .... ........ .. .. ..... Circleville , OH 
CB.A. , Otterbein College, ' 70) 
(M .S .. University of Dayton, '91) 
' < 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/EMR 
KATHIE s. THATCHER .......... ... .. ......... Delphos, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '88) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/LD 
MARYANN T. LINK .................. .......... Kansas City, MO t DEAN D. LYNCH .............................. Blanchester, OH 
(~.S .. University of Dayton , '79) (B.S .. Wilmington College, '90) 
THE DEGREE--MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TEACHING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
JOELLEN JENKINS ...... ...... .... ........ ........ .. ... Dayton, OH t ANNE M. WAGNER ................ ........ .. ........ Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Anderson College, '73) CAB .. University of Michigan, '91) 
tNORMAN D. RICH ...................... ........... Kettering, OH IDAH R. WHITE .................... .......... .. ......... Fairborn, OH 
CB.A. , Pontifical College Josephinum, '87) (B.S .. Radford University, ' 87) 
COLEnE K. SEUBERT .............. .. .... .... .. ...... . Dayton, OH 
CB.A. , California State Polytechnic University, '91) 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
t HAROLD C . JOHNSON .. .. .. ............ .... .... Fairborn, OH 
(B.M .. University of Michigan, '56) 
tKIMBERLY D. KEHR ........................ .. Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. University of California, '85) 
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AHMAD ASSMD SAWTARI ...... .. .. .. .... ..... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Bethany College, '91) ;I) 
~ 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH LESTINGI, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
t DAVID STEWART BELL ........ ........ .... . .... . Kettering, OH 
(B.S.A.E .. Florida Institute ofTechnology. '92) 
DEMIRKAN COKER .. ........ ...... .... ...... .... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. Middle EastTechnical University, ' 86) 
t EDWARD BRANDT DURKIN ..................... Fairborn , OH 
(B.S .. University of Wisconsin , ' 86) 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL MILLER ....... Centerville , OH 
(B.S.E.E .. University of Cincinnati , '90) 
t WILLIAM R. NOBLE ........ ...... .... .. ..... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. Purdue University, '80) 
LAWRENCE C . ROGERS .... ............ .. . 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, ' 89) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
JAGDEEP SANDHU ............ ...................... Dayton, OH ROBERT JOSEPH WILKENS .. ...... .. ..... ..... Kettering , OH 
(B.S.C .E .. Jaydaypur University, ' 90) (B.Ch.E .. University of Dayton, '92) 
(M .S.C.E .. University of Louisville , '92) 
t STEVEN KENT SHAEFFER .... .. ................ ..... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Arizona State University, '80) 
THE DEGREE--MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
KEVIN E. ALBERS .. .. ................................. Osgood, OH t EDWARD HARRISON MEEK ...... .. .. ........ Vandalia , OH 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton, ' 89) (B.E.E .. University of Dayton , '90) 
t MARO MILAN All.I .. ...... .. ............ ...... .... Kettering , OH t CURTIS B. MILLER ...... .. .. .............. .............. Dayton , OH 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton, ' 86) (A.A , Broward Community College, '80) 
(M.S .. University of Dayton, ' 89) (B.S.E.E .. University of Florida , '82) 
ERIC JAMES DAVIS .............. .................. Kettering , OH t MICHAEL B. MONAHAN .. ...... .......... Miamisburg , OH 
(B.E.E .. Georgia Institute of Technology, '85) (B.S .. University of Rochester, '86) 
MARK ANDERS ERICSON ...... .. .... ........... Fairborn, OH t CHINH Q . NGUYEN .. .... ................ .. .. ........ Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Worcester Polytechnic Institute, ' 85) (B.S .. University of Missouri. '84) 
t STEVEN JOHN EVERDING ................ .. Centerville , OH t MICHAELJ. RYAN ...... .... .. .. ................ .. .. ..... Xenia , OH 
(B.S .. Olvet Nazarene University, '87) (B.E.E .. University of Dayton, ' 84) 
(M .S., University of Dayton , '89) CHRISTOPHER M. SANTELLA .............. Westerville , OH 
t STEVEN PAUL FUCHS ........................ .. . .... Dayton, OH (B.S .. University of Dayton , '89) 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton , '90) , RIC I IARD JOSEPl l 3CHUIVIAN ............. Brookv11ie , OH -
INSUNG KANG .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. ...... .. . .. .. Dayton , OH (B.9.E.E .. 5 1 ,lo ~la le U, 1ioersily, ' 89) 
(B.S .. Seoul National University, '82) NATHAN W. TAYLOR ................................ Dayton , OH 
t JOSEPH R. KOESTERS ......... .. ...... .. . Huber Heights, OH 
(B.S.E.E .. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, '91) 
MIGUEL A MALDONADO ................. Springfield, OH 
(B.S .. Cornell University, '85) 
I & /VJ 
(B.S .. University of Puerto Rico, '87) / IP 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
TEHSEEN ABIDI ...... .............. ........ .. .. .... .... Dayton, OH t DAVID MICHAEL CANNON ........ .... .. .... .. Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '88) (B.S.E.E .. University of New Mexico, '84) 
LAWRENCE JOSEPH BARNES .. .......... .. .. .. Dayton, OH TUNCHEN DANIEL FANG ......................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Marshall University, '87) (B.S .. Tunghi University, '84) 
(M .S .. Indiana University of Pennsylvania, '89) 
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JOHN E. KOURANY ............ .... ....................... Panama MICHAEL STEFAN SALISBURY .. ....... .......... Dayton, OH 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton , '91 ) (BA, North Central College, '90) 
t JAY ALAN OVERBECK ............................. Dayton, OH 
(B,S .. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, '91) 
KIMBERLY ANN RIMKUS ........... ..... Huber Heights, OH 
DI~~.:·. ~~l~~~-;~·K~~·;~~k~'lj'~'i~~;~;~:-:9o~eth8 0111 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '9 1) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING 
;_ r 
-r 
~~IQOe PAl4MR81 """"' """ """ """"' Fai,13 9~~, 0 11 
~ .£., blr=ih cecsity Of P1 IQFte Rleo, 16e, 
t PAUL A. RYAN .............. ..................... Centerville , OH 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton , '87) 
RICHARD ARMSTRONG WARTENBURG ..... Lebanon, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '88) 
t HAROLD MANUEL VAZQUEZ ....... Huber Heights, OH ,v1 
(B.S .. University of Puerto Rico, ' 79) j f ' J 
---THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 3 
t DANIEL W. ANNETI .......... .................. .. Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '88) 
t JAMES ANTHONY AYUBE .......................... Salem, MA 
(B.S.M.E .. Northeastern University, '84) 
tMARK RAYMOND BEDWELL """"" Grand Rapids, Ml 
(B .S., University of Wisconsin , '82) 
ALEX IRWIN BRISKIN ...................... .... Dayton , OH 
(B.S.M.E .. Ohio State University, '85) 
t DAVID L. BROWDER .............. , ................. Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy, '7 1) 
BARRY TODD BUNN .......................... Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati, '87) 
DAVID LEE BUSHROE .................... .. ......... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Tri-State University, '86) 
t REGINA M. CONNOR ...................... Czech Republic 
(BA, Smith College , '84) 
tLARRY E. CRAWFORD ................... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.M.E .. University of Cincinnati , '66) 
tJOHN A. DUKOVICH .............................. McLean, VA 
(B.S .. Carnegie-Mellon University, '87) 
ROBERT ANDREW EHRET .. .... .......... Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S.E.E., Ohio State University, '86) 
LARRY STEPHEN FORMANEK .. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 
(B.S .. University of Arizona , '83) 
t LISA M. GUADAGNA ............. .............. San Jose , CA 
(B.S.E.E .. University of California, ' 85) 
MOHAMMED-AMMAR WALEED HAZEM .......... .. 
..... Centerville , OH 
(B.S.C.E .. George Washington University, '84) 
t HAGOP J, JIBILIAN , ......................... Midwest City, OK 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University, '84) 
t BARRY S. JOSEPH ............................. Falls Church , VA 
(B.S .. Worchester Polytechnic Institute, '84) 
t GAYLE DALA WRAK JOSEPH ............ Falls Church, VA 
(B.S .. Worchester Polytechnic Institute, ' 84) 
KATHY JEAN LARSON ......................... Springfield, OH 
(B, M.E .. University of Dayton, ' 81) 
t ROBERT I. MARX .. .. ... , ................... Huber Heights, OH 
(B.S .. New York University, ' 71) 
THEODORE J. NORBUT ........................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. St. Louis University, ' 61) 
tscon MICHAEL PEARL""" """"""' Mitchellville, MD 
(B.S .. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, '84) 
t EDWARD 0. ROBERTS .................... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati , '63) 
(M.S .. Ohio State University, ' 70) 
PHILIP DODGE ROBERTSON .... , ........ Jamestown, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, ' 70) 
tEDWARD M. ROGERS ............ ....... Lawrenceville , GA 
(B.I.E .. Georgia Institute ofTechnology, '82) 
t DANIEL P. SZENDREY .................. Kettering , OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton, '90) 
PHILLIP C . TRIPLED, JR ............................. Dayton , OH 
(B.S.M.E .. University of Akron, '83) 
tTRISHA BIPES VULGAMORE ............... Springboro, OH 
(B.S .. Purdue University, '89) 
KAMAL MAHENDRABHAI VYAS 
(B.E .. South Gujarat University, ' 86) 
........... Troy, OH 
Wit.LIAM J . WAT~llq~ ............................. l'-"""'~"""" 
(B.S.E.E., 01110 f4Ui II iCfFr l!JFliu 9F&i1',c, :.SS) 
NANCY KAMMAN ZELINA .... Dayton , OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton, '91) 
tANDREW ROBERT ZEMBOWER .......... Centerville , OH 
(B.S .. Youngstown State University, '79) ~ t r'J 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE ~ 
t ELIZABETH L. DOHERTY ................... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.I.E .. Ohio State University, ' 83) 
KIMBERLY JO FORTNEY ........ ... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. Oklahoma State, '87) 
AYMAN A. HOURANI ............................... Dayton, OH 
(A.S., Kuwait Institute of Technology, '88) 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '90) 
tin Absentia 18 
THEA TA YVONNE LAMBERT-TENNON "" Centerville , OH 
(B.S.I.M .. Purdue University, '88) 
DUANE L. SEVEY, JR ... .................... Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S .. University of Evansville, ' 84) 
DONALD WAYNE THOMPSON ........... Cincinnati , OH 
(B.S .. Tennessee State University, '88) ~ r0 
}f ~ ~
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
t RITA Y. CHAN ....................... ........ ..... Miamisburg , OH PATRICK T. MacLELLAN .................... Strongsville, OH 
(B.S.Ch.E .. University of Cincinnati , ' 84) (B.M.E .. University of Dayton, ' 92) 
BRIAN RAY CRUM ............... .. .......... Miamisburg, OH t STEPHANIE E. REID ............................. Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Michigan, '90) (B.S. , University of Oklahoma, '84) 
t SUSAN ELIZABETH HASTINGS ........... Springvalley, OH PAMELA M . SCHAEFER .. .. ........ Huntsville , OH 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University, '89) (B.S .. University of Dayton , '84) 
t MARGARET MARY KELLER ............... Miamisburg , OH t MICHAEL G. STELLJES, JR ..... .. ....... West Chester, OH 
(B.Ch.E .. University of Dayton , '90) (B.S .. Bucknell University, ' 84) 
t ELLEN GEISS KUMAR .......... ................ Cincinnati , OH t MARKS. WILENSKI ..... .. ...... .... Cincinnati , OH 
(B.S .. Xavier University, '86) 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati , '89) 
(B.S .. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, '9-6 (r1 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
sr 
/ U 
KHALED W. ABU-AL-HAJ ................. Amman , Jordan DAVID MARSHALL LANMAN Centerville , OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '91) (B.S.AE .. Purdue University, '90) 
t MARK H. AMOS . .............. .. ...... ..... Beavercreek, OH t PATRICIA D. LIBERIO ............................. Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. Purdue University, ' 82) (B.S .. University of Dayton, '85) 
t JAMES W. BLUST ...................................... Dayton, OH t STEVEN E. OLSON .................................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, '92) (B.M.E .. University of Dayton , '91) 
GUY JOSEPH GRAENING ............ ............ Dayton, OH ANDREW JOSEPH SEDOR ..................... ...... Solon, OH 
(B.S .. Stanford University, '90) (B.M.E .. University of Dayton , '92) 
GARY THOMAS HERING ........... Garfield Heights, OH SUIPING YAN .................. .............. ...... Centerville, OH 
(B.S .. Cleveland State University, '92) (B.S .. Haerbln Engineering Institute, '68) 
PATRICIA D. HUBER ...... ................... ... Dayton, OH JOHN PHILLIP WOJNO .......................... .. Dayton, OH 
(B.S. Rutgers University, '88) (B.S .. Ohio State University, '88) / (} /'Vl 
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL]. l\10RMAN, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
liE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOLOGY 
DUANE WESLEY NEWTON. JR ................ Memphis, TN \ ~ · 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '88) \ \ ~ \ 
Dissertation : Mechanisms of Innate Resistance to Bacterial Infection \ 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. JOSEPH, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
liE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
ANTHONY M. ARMOCIDA .... .. .. .. .. .... ...... Dayton, OH 
(B.A. , University of Dayton , ' 72) 
(M.Ed .. Wright State University, ' 74) 
(M.S .. University of Dayton. '87) 
Dissertation : Perceptions of Transformational Leadership: A Study of High Schoof Principals 
WALLACE D. CAMPBELL .... .. ...... ............ Dayton, OH 
(B.A. . Central State University. · 66) 
(M.Ed .. Central State University. '68) 
(Ed.S .. University of Dayton . '81 ) 
Dissertation: Year-Round Schooling for Academfcaffy At-Risk Students: Outcomes and Perceptions 
WANDA Y. JOHNSON ....... .... .................. Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . 79) 
(M.S.T .. University of Dayton , '81 ) 
(Ed.S .. University of Dayton. '83) 
Dissertation: Adolescent Suicide: Its Implications for Educational Leadership 
tin Absentia 20 
REV. JOSEPH D. MASSUCCI ..... .... ........ ... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. St. John Vianney Seminary, 70) 
(M.A .. Catholic University of America. 7 7) 
(Ed.S. , University of Dayton. ' 88) 
Dissertation : The Unique Identity of Catholic High Schools: A Comparison of the Church ·s Expectations 
and a Schoof Community 's Experiences and Beliefs 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH LESTINGI, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
liE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING ~ 
DAVID J. MOORHOUSE ...... .. .... .. Huber Heights. OH ( \ ~ 
(B.E .. University of Liverpool . England, '60) f\ ~ 'i.) 
(M .S .. Georgia Institute ofTechnology, '71) \J ~ 
Dissertation: Human Piloting Factors in the Design of Control Laws for Precision Landing 
liE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ru1} lu TAAN SAID' EL-ALI .............. .............. Safad, Palestine (B.S.E.E .. Ohio State University, '87) 
(M.S.E .. Wright State University, '89) 
D""rtatkm, Unea ~ate Space sv,t= kfenffficatioo-A New App,oo~ ;/iJ 
KHALED M. JUNDI .. .... .. .. ...... .. .. ...... Beiteen . Palestine [ t ~ 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '87) U 
(M .S .. Wright State University, '89) 
Dissertation: A New, Non-Intrusive Architecture for Software Monitoring of Microprocessor-Based Systems 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
CHRISTINA HONGBING CHEN ...... ...... Kettering , OH 
(B.S .. Guangxi University, 78) 
(M.S .. The Institute for Metal Research. '83) 
~ "{-q, ~ l.'j 
~ 
Dissertation: Structures and Properties of the (YBa2Cu),_,Nap1_. Superconducting System 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN; 
scon KEITH THOMAS ...... ....................... Dayton , OH qj r;:;:,.. ~ 9..J 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '86) ~ '\ 
(M.S .. Wright State University, '89) '\ 
Dissertation: Experimental and Numerical Analysis of Contra/fed Impinging Liquid Jets 
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HONOR GRADUATES 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
JAMES EMERY ARMOUR ......... .. .. .. .. Religious Studies 
JANE L. BAKER .................. .... . .... ...... Religious Studies 
MARGARET A. BURNS .. ............................ Accounting 
KELLY LYNN POEPPELMAN .... Elementary Education 
DAVID K. RUTISHAUSER .......... Electrical Engineering 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
LORI ANN ALBERS .................. Elementary Education 
CHRISTOPHER E. ALLARD .. Mechanical Engineering 
TIMOTHY E. BOCKHORN ......... Electrical Engineering 
LYLE E. BOWMAN ................ .. .. .. ...... Civil Engineering 
CARL LEROY CRAWFORD ............. ......... Accounting 
WENDY ANN EDGECOMB .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .............. . Visual 
Communication Design 
JENNY LEE GILILLAND ............ Elementary Education 
JULIE ANNE HARLAMERT .......................... Psychology 
TODD D. HAVERKOS ............... Electrical Engineering 
GREG R. HUELSMAN ...... ......... Electrical Engineering 
CUM LAUDE 
KEITH E. ALBERS ...................... Electrical Engineering 
WANDA SUE CAILEY BOWSER .... .. ........... Elementary 
Education 
THEDA AMY FRIESEL ................ Industrial Engineering 
Technology 
JENNIFER ANN GALLENSTEIN ...................... Studio Art 
ANGELA GRILLIOTT ............................ ..... . Accounting 
ALISHA CAPRI HENSLEY .......... Industrial Engineering 
Technology 
D. GARTH HOLMAN .... Political Science/Secondary 
Education 
JEFFREY E. HOWMAN ........ Mechanical Engineering 
ERIK JOSEPH JANAS ... ........... ... ..... ............ Economics 
JOHN DAVID LESTINGI .. .. .............. .......... Psychology 
JENNIFER MARIE MANTLE ........................ Accounting 
SUZANNE N. McAULIFFE ............ Sport Management 
Program 
SHALENE RENEE SOKOLYK .. .. .... .... .... .... Mathematics 
CAROL ANNE STEC .......................................... English 
MICHAEL L. TURNER ........... Mechanical Engineering 
KAREN J. YOUNT ...... .... .......... Elementary Education 
I-CHEN W. JIANG ................................ Interior Design 
JEFFREY T. LUBBERS ............ Mechanical Engineering 
KAREN J. MAGOTEAUX ......... Elementary Education 
LISA MARIE MEYER .... .. ............................. Accounting 
WAFA SULAIMAN MOHAMMED ................ Electronic 
Engineering Technology 
ADA~ D. SCHMIDTZ .............. .......... ................ Biology 
DENNIS R. STAPLETON .......... .. .... .. ... Communication 
JENNIFER LYNN WALSH ............. International Studies 
SARAH ANNE WOODRUFF ... Visual Communication 
Design 
KEVIN LEE McELDOWNEY . Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
JEFFREY R. MARKULEC ...... Mechanical Engineering 
CHANDRA S. NAGARAJA Mechanical Engineering 
JENNIFER ANNE NICHOLS .......... .. .... .. ...... ........ History 
DEBRA L. PILLIOD ................ .... ..... Physic al Education 
ROBIN LYNN RAMMIEN ............ .. ................ Marketing 
LYNDA JAMES ROUTLEY .................. . Human Ecology 
FREDERICK F. SCHMALZ .. .. .... .. ...... .. ................. English 
DAVID L. THOMPSON .... .. .. Mechanical Engineering 
THOMAS L. TREON .................. Electrical Engineering 
DAVID ALAN VOISARD .......... . Industrial Engineering 
Technology 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL WELCH ........ .. ........ .. Mechanical 
Engineering Technology 
LEEANN M. WENZLICK ............................. Accounting 
MICHAEL ZELINA ................ Mechanical Engineering 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
JULIE ANNE HARLAMERT ........ .... .. ......... .. Psychology MICHAEL L. TURNER ......... . Mechanical Engineering 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special Honors seminars and 
an Honor thesis. 
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CORE PROGRAM GRADUATES 
GREGORY T. GEORGE .............................. Marketing 
KEVIN M. MAHONEY ...... ... .................... ... Accouting 
ADAM D. SCHMIDTZ .. .... ............................. .. .. Biology 
SARAH A. WOODRUFF .... .... . Visual Communication 
MARK A. OBERMILLER ..... .. ............ . Political Science Design 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed an integrated academic curriculum 
program in religious studies. philosophy. English. history, and the social sciences. 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE 
JEROME V. ERWIN ............... .. . ...... School of Business 
Administration 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 




Academic costumes ore as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some 
form of clerical or priestly garb worn by the students and faculty in the Middle Ages. In Europe. each institution 
seems to hove its own variant of costume. but in America academic costume follows a uniform code drown 
up by a special commission in 1895. The code hos three main ports; that is. it deals with cops. gowns. and 
hoods. 
The Oxford type cop or mortar-board seems to hove evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance 
churchmen. It is always block and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet Is reserved for 
doctors. The tassel worn with the cap hos three variations. First. it may be block for any degree. Second, it 
may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted. Third. a tassel mode of gold metallic thread 
Is reserved to doctors and governing officials of Institutions. At the moment the degree is awarded , the tassel 
is switched from the right to the left side of the cop. 
Gowns. which according to the code ore all block. ore of three kinds. The bachelor's gown is a relatively 
simple kind falling in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long 
pointed sleeves. Master's gowns ore set apart by a pecullo/;cmongement of the Jong sleeves whereby the 
arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve dongles and terminates around 
the knee of the wearer in a square end into which a semi-circle is cut. In 1960. however. the gown was 
modified. In place of the elbow slit. on opening was mode at the wrist and the gown was mode to close. The 
doctor's gown is an elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well 
as by three bars of the some material on the bell shaped sleeves. It Is cut much fuller than the other gowns 
and unlike them may be ornamented In color. Both the paneling and the sleeve bars may show the faculty 
in which the degree was awarded. 
The hood alone clearly shows the level of the degree. the faculty in which it was given. and the institution 
which awarded it. The level of the degree Is shown by the size of the hood. the width of the velvet trimming, 
and in the case of the doctor. by the shape. The bachelor's. the master's. and doctor's hoods ore three feet. 
three and one-half feet. and four feet long respectively . The velvet trimming in the some order is two. three. 
and five inches. This extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. To make a more comfortable fit. It 
is allowed to narrow to the neck bond. This some trimming identifies the faculty in which the degree was 
awarded. For each faculty there is a corresponding color so a glance at the trimming is all that Is needed to 
Identify the faculty. The institution which awarded the degree is Indicated by the colored lining. Dayton hoods 
ore lined with cardinal red silk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron . 
The color of the faculty referred to above indicates the field in which the degree was token. The colors 














Arts. Letters. Humanities 
Commerce. Accountancy. Business 
Education 
Engineering 
Fine Arts 
Low 
Library Science 
Music 
Nursing 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Science 
Theology 
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